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Personalized steering wheel covers

Target group

1: Families with kids and 2: Young people driven by design &
innovation

Observation

Drivers who enjoy travelling by car and value both comfort of
driving and joyful personalized interior. Detail oriented people
who will appreciate a touch of uniqueness.

Conclusion

People like to share their personality and hobbys, and need joyful,
functional and aesthetic interiors and accessories. An easy to
change and simple solution that underlines their own personality.
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Solution

Exchangeable, personalized steering wheel covers are made from an easy
grip, nice to hand, mellow material. There's plenty of adjustments possible
like for example: own text (such as name or favourite qoute) chosen,
replaceable emoji or other symbol/logo underlining hobbys and interests.
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/ideas/70815
https://uploads0.jovo.to/idea_attachments/835112/a02_bigger.jpg?1537733121
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Need addressed by this
product

Drivers can create and exchange
their own steering wheel covers
according to their current
interests, and moods
(replaceable emoji). Also while
sharing car ,multiple drivers can
have their own covers. St
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Creative's profile

szymonwit
designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Architecture, Graphic Design, Product Design, Interior Design,
Packaging Design

Collaborators

Joanna Wieliczko
Poland

PRO

Third party materials used

https://www.carmagazine.co.uk/car-reviews/comparison/2017/vw-id-buzz-
vs-vw-microbus-mk1-old-vs-new-twin-test-review/?gallery-index=0

https://mashable.com/2017/08/20/volkswagen-id-buzz-electric-bus-2022/?
europe=true
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/ideas/70815
http://www.jovoto.com/community/szymonwit
http://www.jovoto.com/community/szymonwit
http://www.jovoto.com/community/jo108
http://www.jovoto.com/community/jo108
https://www.carmagazine.co.uk/car-reviews/comparison/2017/vw-id-buzz-vs-vw-microbus-mk1-old-vs-new-twin-test-review/?gallery-index=0
https://mashable.com/2017/08/20/volkswagen-id-buzz-electric-bus-2022/?europe=true
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